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lebanon real estate seCtor 
SloWDoWn In MaRKeT MoMenTuM alonG WITH ReSIlIenT PRICeS

•	 		Property market activity slowing down…
   The lebanese real estate sector has been slowing down over the past few months, following a period 

of strong activity in recent years that paved the way for an upward price trend from low bases in the 
middle of the past decade. This year’s slowdown came within the context of domestic political bickering 
and regional politico-security unrest with adverse spillovers on lebanon’s growth momentum in 
general and real estate investment in particular.

•	 		But with prices sticky on the downside
   Despite the correction in sales activity, realty prices almost stood still, with no major fluctuations in the 

past 12 months. buyers are becoming pickier when it comes to purchasing property, and developers 
are not in a hurry to close a sales deal (low financial leverage, adequate sales/pre-sales on projects 
underway), while the scarcity of available land plots in a small country ensures land increasingly 
weighs on end-user prices.

•	 			Residential demand rests on sound fundamentals…
    While market activity slowed down this year, demand for lebanese realty is holding up relatively well. 

Property demand mostly stems from end-user lebanese nationals, of which residents genuinely in need 
of lodging, and expatriates generally seeking a foothold in their country of origin, notwithstanding a 
high-end demand from arab nationals. non-residents have yet been somewhat less keen to make an 
immediate buy lately within the context of prevailing uncertainties. 

•	 		And increasingly shifting towards smaller size lodging
   With real estate prices sticky on the downside and with a growing gap between the purchasing power 

of residents and prices of the housing stock in the capital city, the market has been experiencing a shift 
to outside beirut and to smaller flats in the past couple of years, the most in demand being those with 
a total size below 250 square meters per apartment.

•	   Retail space still benefiting from relatively steady interest, office market stagnant 
   The retail landscape has been witnessing relatively steady demand across prime locations driven by 

resilient consumption patterns within the context of adverse domestic political developments, thus 
maintaining occupancy rates at stable and relatively high levels. on the other hand, the office market 
has been seeing less important demand than the retail counterpart, with few new office space projects 
coming to the market adding to a mostly old stock of office buildings.

•	 		Property market likely to remain flat in the near term
   The market is witnessing different conditions since last year, with locals and expatriates gradually 

digesting new price levels. until the housing stock coming to the market and consisting of projects 
launched about three years ago gets gradually sold, and until lately launched projects consisting of smaller 
size flats find their way into the market, real estate prices are likely to remain at or near current levels.  
It is true that a price collapse risk is practically unlikely for lebanon given the sticky-on-the-downside 
feature, but within the prevailing context, realty prices might find it hard to nudge up tangibly. 

· Sustained real end-user demand 

· Prices historically sticky on the downside

· limited share of speculative activities in real estate transactions

· low leverage on the supply side

· Scarcity of land supporting property prices

· absence of property price bubble alleviating concerns

· Discrepancy between quality of housing available and residents' purchasing power

· Intensified political bickering affecting activity 

· Weakening property demand from arab nationals in recent years

· Fluctuating commodity/FX rates somewhat squeezing developers margins

· Possible transitory supply glut risks

· Regional political uncertainties could slow private sector projects

 Downside risks Positive drivers
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ProPerty SaleS tranSactIonS conStructIon PermItS & cement DelIVerIeS

Sources: Real Estate Registry, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

PRoPeRTy SeCToR oVeRVIeW

A market in stability mode after a catching up phase

The lebanese real estate sector has been losing some steam over the past few months, following a period 
of strong activity in recent years that paved the way for an upward price trend from low bases in the 
middle of the past decade.

The emerging signs of political bickering during the last quarter of 2010 slowed down sales activity in 
the market. The domestic political developments at the start of the current year and the ensuing long-
lasting political stalemate weighed further on overall consumer and investor confidence, while starting 
to affect the supply side as well. This actually coincided with political and security turmoil across some 
neighboring countries and the broader Middle east and north africa region, with negative spillovers on 
foreign and arab investments in the lebanese realty market in general. 

The political and security developments on both the domestic and regional fronts all came at a time 
when the lebanese real estate market was witnessing record high prices somehow out of reach for a non-
negligible portion of the lebanese resident population. The persisting disparity between the purchasing 
power of residents and housing prices across the capital city and, more recently, its immediate suburbs, 
was already starting to affect appetite for new lodging in these areas, though demand does exist and 
stems from genuine needs for housing rather than pure speculation as can be the case elsewhere. 

Within this context, real estate sales value declined by 17.1% year-on-year over the first five months of 
2011 according to Real estate Registry statistics, after a remarkable 23.5% average increase per annum 
over the 2005-2010 period. The number of real estate sales transactions to foreigners in particular dropped 
by 32.1%, reflecting reduced foreign appetite for lebanese property this year. 

The supply side of the market also began to feel the slowing down of activity. until recently, the new housing 
stock coming to the market consisted of projects developers launched over the past couple of years amid 
soaring demand and that were to a good extent already sold to lebanese residents and expatriates. but 
with demand slowing down as of late, developers are taking more time to launch new projects. 

In fact, cement deliveries, which mirror current construction activity, slightly nudged down by a yearly 
3.4% over the first four months of 2011 (after an 11.5% average rise per annum over the past five years). 
new construction permits, which give some indication about forthcoming supply in the sector, almost 
stagnated after a noticeable 16.4% average growth per annum in the previous five years , according to 
order of engineers of beirut and Tripoli figures.
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ReSIDenTIal MaRKeT TRenDS 

Slowdown in external demand for high-end segment 

Residential market activity undoubtedly slowed down this year, but demand for lebanese realty is 
holding up relatively well. Property demand mostly stems from lebanese residents and expatriates. 
The former group continues to drive the market, accounting for circa 60% of total lebanese demand. In 
most cases, the lebanese resident base cannot really postpone a property acquisition and is in genuine 
need of lodging. It has been getting help from the widely scattered wealthy Diaspora with average 
remittances per capita above uS$ 2,000 per annum, among the highest worldwide. expatriates generally 
seek a foothold in the country of origin for frequent visit purposes, and thus also look for a residence to 
actually live in, but have lately been somewhat less keen to make an immediate buy within the context 
of prevailing uncertainties. 

Foreigners on the other hand, most particularly Gulf nationals, had been lured by the appeal of lebanese 
realty prices at levels below fundamentals a few years ago and have been a major driver of the upscale realty 
segment. With lebanon high on their list of favorite tourism destinations, partly due to close geographic 
proximity, they purchased secondary residences in the country for their summer and holiday stays. but 
they are adopting a wait-and-see attitude and are to a large extent shying away from the lebanese realty 
market today within the context of the domestic political deadlock and security tensions in the region 
at large, with some actually preferring to focus on nascent opportunities in Western markets following 
recently attained dips. The slowdown in demand is mostly felt at the level of larger sized apartments 
(usually above 300 square meters) with a value exceeding the uS$ 1 million threshold.

Residential prices holding up relatively well

While some speculators do take part in residential market activity, they are estimated to account for quite a 
narrow portion of demand, and are thus far from being market markers. Demand for lebanese residences 
unquestionably remains end-user driven. but those end-users are becoming now pickier when shopping 
for an apartment. They are aware that the market has slowed down, and that developers are finding it less 
easy to seal a deal. They are also finding a wide supply range to choose from, be it in the capital city or the 
surrounding neighborhoods with various apartment sizes (average beirut occupancy rates are estimated 
in the low 60% range by Ramco Real estate advisers). end-users are thus taking the time to study technical 
building specifications and prices, and are not in a hurry to make a buy for a couple of reasons. 

First, the domestic political stalemate and to a certain extent regional security tensions and ensuing 
uncertainties are somewhat putting a brake on those purchases that can be postponed for a relatively 
short time span. Second, end-users are to a large extent aware that prices have not much evolved in 
the past 12 months, and that they reached a plateau. They are increasingly bargaining, looking to take 
advantage of some opportunities that were not on the table in previous years. The residential market is 
mostly a buyer’s market now. 

remIttanceS Per caPIta In mena countrIeS
(2010 estimates)

Sources: World Bank, IMF, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department
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at the same time, residential developers are not that much in a hurry to close a deal either. First, they 
know how market dynamics evolve in lebanon, and that demand stems from genuine end-user needs 
for lodging and thus cannot be postponed indefinitely. The stock of housing available on the market 
and concentrated within beirut city or in eastern and south-eastern suburbs is the most in demand, and 
continues to be widely sought after by residents or lebanese expatriates looking to be at a relatively 
short distance from business and leisure centers. Second, developers have never been really reliant on 
financial leverage to undertake their projects. They rather rely on their own equity or alternatively on pre-
sales to build residences, which underlines the generally solid financial standing of developers on the 
supply side. as such, they are in no rush to make a sale aimed at reimbursing lenders. 

besides, the supply side of the market has been acquiring land at higher costs over the past few years, with 
available land plots increasingly scarce in the capital city and, as a consequence, declining gradually on 
the outskirts of beirut on one hand, and developers looking to match steady demand by acquiring plots 
in trendy areas on the other hand. as such, although developers have lately been less eager to purchase 
land plots at sometimes very elevated prices, land prices remain sticky on the downside, weighing on 
end-user prices.

The end-result of this oriental bargaining game has been a relative stability in official residential prices over 
the past 12 months. Surely, some developers have succumbed to the temptation of granting unofficial 
discounts to otherwise hesitant realty buyers in recent months. Ramco Real estate advisers estimates 
those occasional discounts to range between 5% and 12%. The mid and lower end of the residential 
market segment saw fewer discounts -if any- than the upscale component, where buyers could benefit 
from discounts on expensive flats at the higher end of the range. 

on the overall, not only are residential prices in the lebanese market mostly inelastic to downward 
pressures, but they seem to borrow a staircase: they go up, stabilize for a while and then ultimately go up 
again, but don’t really fall.

Residential units: smaller is the growing trend

With real estate prices sticky on the downside and given the growing gap between the purchasing power 
of residents and prices of the housing stock in the capital city, the market has been experiencing a shift to 
smaller flats in the past couple of years. Developers had to get accustomed to new demand patterns and 
launch new projects with a smaller apartment size, the most in demand being those with a total size ranging 
between 100 and 250 square meters per apartment. The average flat size of projects underway in the capital 
city saw a 5%-8% reduction last year, according to the latest Ramco Real estate advisers estimates, while the 
majority of new construction projects boasted flats under the 275 square meters mark.

 number of ProPerty SaleS to foreIGnerS ProPerty SaleS tranSactIonS Value by reGIon

Sources: Real Estate Registry, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department Sources: Real Estate Registry, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department
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bDl cIrcular 185 (may 2009)

Sources: Banque du Liban, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department Sources: Banque du Liban, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

Those smaller apartments are also sought after by young celibates seeking to live by themselves, young 
professionals looking for a small flat closer to their workplace, foreign workers temporarily residing in 
lebanon, or even new divorcees moving away from their former partners. 

Beirut still in demand, but suburbs appeal on the rise

While such projects are already in the pipeline in the capital city, the currently prevailing high price per 
square meter still renders the overall value of a new smaller size apartment somewhat above the housing 
budgets of the lower and middle income segments of lebanese households.

as a result, more and more buyers are turning to the outskirts of the capital city, where prices also 
progressed in recent years but remain more affordable and suitable for household budgets. areas such 
as baabda, Hazmieh, yarze, Mar Takla, Fanar, Horch Tabet, Dbayeh, Damour, Mechref, aramoun, and 
bchemoun, among others, have been witnessing a relative dynamism with buyers satisfied with relatively 
short commuting distance to beirut entry points. as a matter of fact, beirut lost a 7% market share in 
lebanon’s real estate sales value between 2006 and 2010, while baabda and Metn gained almost 5% over 
the same period.

This is not to say that beirut has lost its appeal. Quite on the contrary, the traditional residential areas of 
the capital city, such as achrafieh’s golden triangle (area between Sodeco, Sassine and Sofil) and Sursock, 
Verdun, the seafront (ain Mreisseh to Ramlet el baida) and the beirut Central District, remain pretty much 
appealing. Residences in these areas are mostly demanded by upper middle income earners, the local 
elite, expatriates and a few arab nationals, although the latter have been refraining their purchasing 
decisions for the time being. besides, some relatively underdeveloped residential areas in beirut such as 
Mar Mikhael, Qobayate, and Corniche el nahr have seen dynamic activity actually leading to moderate 
price hikes even in the past year.

evidently, lebanese banks have extended a helping hand to the sector, whether developers or more 
particularly retail consumers looking to acquire a residence, bridging to a certain extent the housing prices/
purchasing power gap. banks actually facilitated the process of acquiring a residence, providing loans to 
purchasers at historically low rates just under the 5% mark in lebanese Pounds following bDl incentive 
measures since mid-2009. The latter exempt banks to the extent of 60% from reserve requirements on the 
conditions that the debtor rate applied to clients does not exceed a margin of 3% above 40% of the 1-year 
lebanese Treasury bills yield. Financial sector loans to the housing segment grew by 36% on average per 
annum over the 2005-2010 period, and by 61% in the year 2010 alone, within the context of lebanese 
banks’ strong financial flexibility and high liquidity status and healthy domestic demand for lodging. 
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ReTaIl MaRKeT TRenDS

Retail hotspots shaping the landscape

The retail landscape is nowadays shaped and influenced by the flurry of local and foreign food and 
beverages outlets invading the market across prime locations in the country. Demand for retail locations 
is ongoing, driven by the relative resilience of the food and beverages industry to the adverse political 
developments on the domestic front. yet, similarly to the cautiousness of buyers in the residential market 
segment, retail companies are not willing to rent outlets at any cost. 

The achrafieh, Gemmayze, Hamra and Verdun retail zones continue to see decent demand, and boast high 
and relatively unchanged occupancy rates close to or exceeding 95% as per Ramco Real estate advisers. 
Hamra, an increasingly busy area seeing heavy daily traffic, actually stands out in the pack. The boom of 
restaurants, cafes and pubs on Makdissi Street has actually driven a double-digit rise in rents there over 
the past 12 months, within the context of proximity to several education and health services institutions 
attracting local and foreign food and beverages outlets. 

The beirut Central District continues to be a two-speed retail market. The beirut Souks and surroundings 
such as the Foch and allenby streets where the trendiest brand names now boast outlets are more crowded 
than secondary downtown streets (farther to the north of the area) where activity is rather stagnant and 
occupancy rates lower. 

Major out-of-town retail malls north and east of the capital city, and traditional retail hubs such as Kaslik, 
continue to benefit from relatively steady demand, again favored by the success of restaurants and other 
food outlets. 

With beirut’s top retail locations seeing healthy demand in the past couple of years buoyed by solid 
economic activity and rising tourist inflows, rent levels have been more or less sustained. Within this 
context, the latest Cushman & Wakefield global survey of the prime retail locations around the world 
covering the 12 months to June 2010 shows that beirut’s prime locations’ rents stand above those of 
Middle east and north africa peers. Some of the latter in fact experienced downward rent pressures on 
the overall in the aftermath of an economic slowdown affecting retail sales. 

Those Mena countries’ retail spots surveyed by Cushman & Wakefield boast average rents 24% below 
those of beirut’s retail locations. Still, rents across beirut’s retail locations are now more in line with those 
of emerging market peers, but nowhere near the rents of the world’s most sought after retail hotspots.

PrIme retaIl locatIonS In the arab mena reGIon

Sources: Cushman & Wakefield, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

retaIl rentS 12 monthS to June 2010
relative to prime beirut rents

Sources: Cushman and Wakefield, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department
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offIce occuPancy coStS In cbD acroSS arab mena

Sources: Cushman & Wakefield, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

central DIStrIctS offIce occuPancy coStS 2010
relative to beirut cbD occupancy costs

Sources: Cushman and Wakefield, Bank Audi’s Group Research Department

oFFICe MaRKeT TRenDS

Lack of adequate supply looming

over the past few years, with demand headed straight to residential realty, developers opted to launch 
residential construction projects rather than commercial ones, especially that it takes longer for an 
investment in commercial property to pay off through rental revenues. This has created a situation where 
there are few new office space projects coming to the market, adding to a mostly old stock of office 
buildings, and thus under-serving needs for such commercial space.

The beirut Central District has grown to become the largest and most concentrated business hub in 
town, with nearly 120 office buildings. Following a few years of relative status-quo, the bCD office market 
supply stock has been on a gradual decline on the back of steady demand. Today, the market boasts a 
shortage of adequate office supply, and within this context rent levels have more or less been maintained 
over the past 12 months. occupancy rates currently flirt with the healthy 80% mark, according to Ramco 
Real estate advisers estimates. Demand mainly stems from corporates looking for headquarters or well 
situated offices in the city’s main business center. Similarly to the retail segment of the market, office 
space is in demand in the Foch and allenby areas, while other secondary office zones in the beirut Central 
District have been unoccupied for several years, thus weighing on the area’s overall occupancy rate.

The Ras beirut office market continues to witness rather stable occupancy rates, with offices concentrated 
in Hamra, Mar elias, and Verdun. The former two boast a relatively ageing stock but stable occupancy 
rates (around 80%), with Hamra offices notably sought after by health professionals. Verdun remains 
a commercial area in demand and the most modern business center of the Western side of the beirut 
Central District and registers the highest occupancy rate in the region (about 90%). In parallel, achrafieh is 
still a trendy area, with companies seeking to have offices close to the bCD and at a more affordable cost, 
but here again, the available supply stock remains rather limited. average occupancy rates can go up to 
90%, according to Ramco Real estate advisers. 

With beirut prime locations’ total occupancy costs (including service charges and property taxes) holding 
up on the overall, and some GCC markets in a situation of oversupply and experiencing downward 
pressures on rents as per Cushman & Wakefield’s latest global survey of prime office locations (central 
business districts) covering the year 2010, the gap between top regional office zones and beirut narrowed. 
Prime central business district occupancy costs in top arab Mena spots (Qatar’s Doha and uae’s abu 
Dhabi central business districts) are 26% above those of beirut’s central business district, although the 
average for all 10 arab Mena cities included in the study stands 17% below the corresponding beirut 
central business district figure.
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PRoPeRTy SeCToR ouTlooK

Flattish levels likely to prevail in near term

The lebanese real estate sector today finds itself in a situation somehow different from that of the past 
four to five years. It has been evolving at a more stable pace over the past 12 to 15 months, following 
periods of double-digit activity and price growth that can best be described as a catching up phase 
bringing prices more in line with fundamentals from low bases in the middle of the past decade in an 
overall undervalued arena.

The near-term outlook for the sector can be tied to a number of factors and considerations. First and 
foremost, the market is susceptible to political event risk. Domestic political turmoil can affect investor 
and buyer sentiment and hold back activity growth. evidently, the formation of a new government a few 
weeks ago cannot but have some positive spillovers on the market’s perception and overall stability in the 
country. Still, the new cabinet faces important challenges such as dealing with the indictment decision 
by the special tribunal for lebanon and addressing conflicting issues related to regional and international 
relations.

In parallel, this year’s regional turmoil in some neighboring countries and across the broader region is 
having adverse spillovers on the overall investment mood in the region. as a matter of fact, lebanon was 
caught up in its own domestic political  issues and has not been in a position to capture any benefit from 
the regional turmoil as it did in during the global financial turmoil a couple of years ago. Indeed, lebanon 
was not able to build on the opportunity of redirected regional tourism and financial flows following 
the politico-security developments in a number of regional countries. The current equation is not only 
pushing some locals and expatriates to postpone their acquisition plans, but also refraining foreigners, 
particularly GCC investors, from making a move into the lebanese realty market. These latter market 
participants are likely to await the unfolding of events in the region prior to making major investment 
decisions again. In this sense, a status-quo is likely to persist in the market at least in the near term.

but politics are not the only ingredient in the mix. one should not forget that the surge in real estate activity 
in lebanon in recent years has brought prices to peaks never attained before. The market has actually 
been witnessing different conditions since last year, with locals and expatriates gradually digesting new 
price levels and getting accustomed to a new reality. 

until the housing stock coming to the market and consisting of projects launched about three years ago 
(in other terms, apartments of a larger size than those in demand today) gets gradually sold, and until 
lately launched projects consisting of smaller size flats find their way into the market, real estate prices 
are likely to remain at or near current levels. For instance, current average beirut housing occupancy rates 
suggest there are some unsold properties waiting to be snatched up before demand pressures start to 
weigh anew on price metrics.

It is true that a price collapse risk is practically unlikely for lebanon given the sticky-on-the-downside 
feature, but within the prevailing context, realty prices might find it hard to nudge up tangibly. What 
we could see at best though is a slight upward movement in a few underdeveloped or very trendy areas 
drawing marked buyer interest, provided the overall domestic climate witnesses signs of improvement. 
The current trend of building smaller size apartments to match buyers’ needs for more affordable housing, 
whether in the capital city or in the immediate suburbs, is likely to continue shaping the realty market in 
the period ahead. 
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Having said that, it is still worth reminding that real estate in lebanon is based on a strong end-user 
demand, which gives it a relative resilience. With a resident population growing at a long-term average 
rate of 1.6%, additional housing needs of residents alone are roughly estimated at close to 15,000 units 
per annum, notwithstanding non-resident demand which is estimated to account for circa 40% of the 
total demand for property in lebanon. This suggests that demand for lebanese realty rests on sound 
market considerations and strong sectoral buffers despite current overall environment uncertainties. 

Fundamentally, lebanon’s property demand is apt to remain sustainable and continue supporting 
market activity within an increasingly scarce land bank. over and above organic population growth and 
ensuing positive spillovers on resident demand for realty in the country, the strong ties between the 
widely scattered lebanese Diaspora and the home country would most likely continue to play in favor of 
the lebanese realty market. non-resident support would continue to translate not only into regular and 
considerable financial transfers to their relatives in lebanon but also into continued demand for lebanese 
realty for their own secondary use. notwithstanding the significant attachment of arab nationals to one 
of their preferred regional destinations, especially in light of the atypical lebanese environment allying 
geographic landscape attractiveness to cultural openness and which remains unmatched to this day in 
the broader region.
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DISClaIMeR

  The content of this report is provided as general information only and should not be taken as an advice 
to invest or engage in any form of financial or commercial activity. any action that you may take as a 
result of or in connection with information in this report remains your sole responsibility. none of the 
materials herein constitute offers or solicitations to purchase or sell securities. The report should not be 
regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. bank audi Sal - audi Saradar 
Group shall, upon its sole discretion update, renew, continue or cease to continue to provide this report 
or similar reports or publications.

any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary 
to opinions expressed by other business areas as a result of using different assumptions and criteria. bank 
audi Sal - audi Saradar Group is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained 
herein.

The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions. although bank audi Sal - audi Saradar 
Group considers the content of this report to be reliable, it shall have no liability for its content and makes 
no warranty, representation or guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.

Bank Audi sal - Audi Saradar Group - Research Department - Bank Audi Plaza - Bab Idriss - PO Box 11-2560 - Lebanon - Tel: 961 1 994 000 - email: research@banqueaudi.com


